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ENERGY COST ASSISTANCE

WISCONSIN OPPORTUNITIES

Wisconsin Home Energy Assistance Program
The Wisconsin Home Energy Assistance Program (WHEAP) administers the federally funded Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and Public Benefits Energy Assistance Program. LIHEAP and its related services help
approximately 230,000 Wisconsin households annually.

Wisconsin Weatherization Assistance Program
The Wisconsin Weatherization Assistance Program (WisWAP) uses energy conservation techniques to reduce the cost of home
energy. Correcting health and safety hazards and potentially life-threatening conditions is the first consideration in WAP
activities.
To Top
STATE GRANT AND LOAN PROGRAMS

Board of Commissioners of Public Lands (BCPL) State Trust Fund Loan Program – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The BCPL State Trust Fund Loan Program finances community & school projects; and are typically used for: 1) School repairs
& improvements; 2) Local infrastructure projects; and 3) Local economic development through TIF districts & downtown
revitalization projects.
Notice of Intent/Discharge Cost-Share Grants – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and the Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
(DATCP) offer cost-share funding grants to governmental units working with owners and operators of livestock operations to
meet pollution control requirements imposed by the DNR.
Environmental Improvement Funds (EIF) Loans Program – Check Web Site for Deadlines
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and Department of Administration co-administer program funding for two
environmental financing programs for local governments: 1) the Clean Water Fund Program, and 2) the Safe Drinking water
Loan Program.

Hazardous Substance Loans and Grants – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources offers loans and grant funds can be used for eligible costs incurred for
cleanup of contamination from hazardous substances or hazardous substances commingled with petroleum.

Petroleum Loans and Grants - – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources offers loans and grant funds can be used for eligible costs incurred for
cleanup of contamination from petroleum or petroleum products commingled with hazardous substance.

Transportation Economic Assistance (TEA) - – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation provides 50% state grants to governing bodies, private businesses, and
consortiums for road, rail, harbor and airport projects that help attract employers to Wisconsin, or encourage business and
industry to remain and expand in the state.
To Top
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STATE TAX INCENTIVES
Alternative Fuel Tax Refund for Taxis – Claims Accepted on a Continuous Basis
A person using alternative fuel to operate a taxi used to transport passengers may be reimbursed for the paid amount of the
Wisconsin state fuel tax.

Alternative Fuel Tax Exemption – Claims Accepted on a Continuous Basis
No county, city, village, town, or other political subdivision may levy or collect any excise, license, privilege, or occupational tax
on motor vehicle fuel or alternative fuels, or on the purchase, sale, handling, or consumption of motor vehicle fuel or
alternative fuels.
Renewable Fuel Producer Excise Tax and Inspection Exemption - Claims Accepted on a Continuous Basis
No tax is imposed on the first 1,000 gallons of renewable fuel produced or converted from another purpose each year by an
individual and used by that individual in his or her personal motor vehicle, if the individual does not sell any such renewable
fuel during that year.
Renewable Energy Sales Tax Exemption – Claims Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The sales price from sales of fuel oil, propane, coal, steam, corn, and wood (including wood pellets which are 100% wood)
used for fuel sold for residential use are exempt from sales or use tax.

Vehicle Battery and Engine Research Tax Credits – Claims Accepted on a Continuous Basis
Corporations are eligible for a tax credit equal to 10% of qualified research expenses incurred in Wisconsin during the taxable
year for qualified research including automotive batteries used in hybrid electric vehicles equal to 5% of amount paid or
incurred during the taxable year to construct & equip new facilities or expand existing facilities used in WI for qualified
research.
To Top
LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

City of Milwaukee Energy Efficiency (Me2) – Small Building Program– Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
Me2 provides free assessments to identify energy saving opportunities. The program helps you start saving energy and money
right away with the immediate installation of energy-saving products for the small business owner. Receive up to $7,500 in
products, such as LED lighting, faucet aerators, and installation services.

City of Milwaukee Energy Efficiency (Me2) Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) – Clean Energy Financing –
Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
Me2 Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Financing helps commercial property owners affordably finance building
upgrades like heating and cooling systems, lighting, controls, and solar.

Milwaukee Shines – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
Summit Credit Union in partnership with City of Milwaukee’s solar program is offering up to $2 million in low-interest solar
loans for Milwaukee homeowners.
To Top
UTILITY PROGRAMS

RFP for Energy Efficiency – Applications due September 30, 2016
The RFP seeks large efficiency projects that reduce annual total energy consumption by 100,000 kilowatt-hours or more,
and/or projects that will reduce the on-peak electrical demand by at least 20 kilowatts from 1 p.m. To 4 p.m during the months
of June, July and august. The program is open to all commercial, industrial, and institutional power customers receiving
electric service from a WPPI Energy Member Utility. Up to $250,000 of incentive funding is available for each bid
cycle. Contact Weston Arndt warndt@wppienergy.org for more information.
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Farm Rewiring Program - Available on a Continuous Basis
The Farm Rewiring Program helps farmers throughout northeast Wisconsin bring their farms' electrical systems up to code
and ready for tomorrow. If you would like to take part in the Farm Rewiring Program, start by calling your WPS agricultural
consultant.

Focus on Energy- Renewable Energy Loan Program- Check Web Site for Deadlines
For new renewable installations, customers in participating utility territories may apply for a low-interest loan offered in
partnership with a private lender, designated by the customer. Focus on Energy provides half (or less) of loan funds for
qualified renewable energy projects at 0% interest, and the private lender provides half (or more) of loan funds at market
rates. No minimum loan amount requirement. Loans will be disbursed on a first-come, first-served basis to technically and
financially sound projects determined by the financial institution, in partnership with the customers' designated lender.

Focus on Energy - Renewable Rewards for Residential and Business - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Focus on Energy Renewable Rewards program provides prescriptive incentives available to both residential and business
customers for PV (solar electric) and Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP or geothermal)
Focus on Energy – New Homes Program – See Website for Additional Details
The Focus on Energy New Homes Program pairs prospective homeowners with builders and energy experts to construct new
homes that are between 10 and 100 percent more efficient than homes built to Wisconsin’s Uniform Dwelling Code. They’re
built to be as comfortable, durable, combustion safe and energy efficient as possible.

Focus on Energy – Design Assistance program – See Website for Additional Details
The Focus on Energy Design Assistance Program provides design professionals, builders, developers and building owners with
energy-saving options for the design of new buildings. In addition, the program offers incentives to design teams and to
building owners, which can be used to reduce the upfront cost of high efficiency measures that exceed Wisconsin building code
requirements.
Focus on Energy – Check Web Site for Specific Deadline and Program Information
Focus on Energy is Wisconsin utilities’ statewide energy efficiency and renewable resource program. The information,
resources and financial incentives are available to help implement energy saving projects that otherwise would not be
completed, or to complete projects sooner than scheduled.

Alliant Energy Charitable Foundation - Applications due January 15, May 15 and September 15 Annually
Community Grants are directed to projects, programs & initiatives that help protect the environment by supporting
organizations that educate, inform & advance environmental issues that benefit residents & communities in four Midwestern
states served by Alliant’s subsidiaries.

Alliant Energy (Wisconsin Power & Light) Farm Wiring Grant & Loan Program – Available on a Continuous Basis
Alliant Energy offers a Farm Wiring Grant program to increase farm safety, productivity & efficiency. Alliant Energy will
inspect the facility for stray voltage & recommend improvements.

Madison Gas & Electric – Project Financing for Businesses – Available on a Continuous Basis
Madison Gas & Electric (MGE) works with businesses to reduce costs and improve efficiency and profitability. Businesses can
turn to MGE for equipment financing, facility improvements or new construction.

Riverland Energy Cooperative Rebate Programs – Available on a Continuous Basis
Riverland Energy Cooperative offers many rebates & incentives for residential customers to save on energy efficient appliance
& equipment purchases & installation: for lighting fixtures, Energy Star appliances, electric water heaters, air conditioners,
heat pumps, electric boilers, & central electric thermal storage units.
We Energies - Livestock and Dairy Farm Electrical Re-wiring Program – Available on a Continuous Basis
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Any We Energies livestock or dairy farm customer can apply for assistance with a re-wiring project.

Xcel Energy Peak Day Partners (PDP) Program – Available on a Continuous Basis
The Xcel Energy Peak Day Partners (PDP) program partners with qualifying businesses to better manage electricity demand
when peak electricity load is a concern. In exchange, businesses can receive bill credits or separate payments for participating.
Xcel Energy Farm Rewiring – Available on a Continuous Basis
With Xcel Energy’s Farm Rewiring Program a farm operation can take advantage of up to $33,000 in grants and loans to help
provide the necessary financing to update wiring.
PRIVATELY FUNDED PROGRAMS

Forward Community Investments (FCI) – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
FCI transforms communities by providing loans & advisory services to nonprofit organizations serving its most in-need
communities.
Impact Seven – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
Impact Seven has assembled a number of different business development loans, incentives and mew market tax credit
programs to support growing and retaining businesses in Wisconsin.

C.D. Besadny Conservation Grants – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Natural Resources Foundation’s C.D. Besadny Conservation Grant Program provides small, matching grants to
conservation organizations in support of projects that promote the responsible stewardship of Wisconsin’s natural resources
at the local level.
To Top
MISCELLANEOUS FUNDING/ASSISTANCE

Profitable Sustainability Initiative (PSI) Services - Available on a Continuous Basis
Wisconsin Manufacturing Extension Partnership's Profitable Sustainability Initiative (PSI) Services can help you identify the
most important business impacts and highest return on investment that can be achieved through reaching higher profitable
sustainability performance in your company. The Profitable Sustainability Initiative (PSI) methodology utilizes a powerful and
unique process that identifies, assesses and implements profitable sustainability solutions that are custom-designed to fit your
company’s unique needs and objectives.

Business Planning or Commercialization Planning Assistance - Available on a Continuous Basis
The Center for Technology Commercialization offers this micro-grant funding for hiring an independent, third party to write a
comprehensive business or commercialization plan for a Wisconsin business. The program is limited to businesses in certain
industries.

Biodiesel Fuel Use Incentive - Available on a Continuous Basis
The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction provides financial aid to school districts using biodiesel to operate school
buses.

Joint Effort Marketing (JEM) Grant Program - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Wisconsin Department of Tourism Joint Effort Marketing (JEM) Grant Program offers cash and guidance to make a
promotion or event come to fruition. The grant reimburses Wisconsin non-profit organizations for qualified advertising costs.
Meetings Mean Business Grant Program - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
This Wisconsin Department of Tourism Meetings Mean Business Grant Program helps potential Wisconsin destinations by
providing financial assistance for facility costs or host destination expenses as they bid for regional and national meetings or
conventions.
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Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)/Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Assistance - Available on a Continuous
Basis
The Center for Technology Commercialization offers micro-grants aimed at technology and research-based Wisconsin
businesses who intend to apply for SBIR or STTR federal funds. The grants typically cover costs incurred by a business in
hiring an independent third-party to assist in the development of federal SBIR and STTR research and development proposal.

Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds (QECBs) – Available on a Continuous Basis
The Internal Revenue Service provides direct-payment subsidy taxable bonds or tax credit bonds that may be issued by state &
local governments that allow an issuer to borrow for “qualified conservation purposes” at rates that may be significantly lower
than traditional tax-exempt rates. They can be used for public or private projects. Contact Steve Sabatke at (608)267-0762 or
Steven.Sabatke@Wisconsin.gov for additional information specific to Wisconsin.
To Top
ADDITIONAL FUNDING RESOURCE GUIDES & DATABASES

Financial Incentives for the Energy Projects in Wisconsin
The Wisconsin State Energy Office provides a comprehensive guide to Wisconsin financial incentives for clean energy projects.
Financial Resource Guide for Cleanup and Redevelopment
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources provides summaries for many grants, loans, tax incentives & reimbursement
programs, & includes a quick reference chart, how-to guide & other web sites to fund brownfield redevelopment projects.

Center for Technology Commercialization (CTC)
The CTC provides business assistance, training, financing opportunities and a network of over 100 organizations helping
existing and potential Wisconsin businesses succeed.

Got Moola
The WI Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection provides this tool to help small businesses develop & grow
their value-added business using money, information, and technical assistance outside their organization.

Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency (DSIRE)
DSIRE offers a comprehensive source of information on state, local, utility, & federal incentives that promote renewable
energy & energy efficiency.
University of Wisconsin Law & Entrepreneurship Clinic provides free legal services.

Madworks Seed Accelerator offers a ten-week class to 5-10 early stage companies using lean start-up methods and providing
modest grant funding from WEDC. We also work with other groups such as gBetta and gener8tor…..anyway, if you have one or
more staff people.
Merlin Mentors
The overall objective of MERLIN is to create a larger pool of viable entrepreneurs within the Madison community. MERLIN
fosters growth in the number and quality of Madison area start-up enterprises by matching new entrepreneurs with
experienced business people.
To Top
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FEDERAL OPPORTUNITIES

FEDERAL OPPORTUNITY ANNOUNCEMENTS, SOLICITATIONS, NOTICES OF INTENT AND REQUESTS FOR
INFORMATION
To Top
AGRICULTURE/FARMING

**DUE SOON**Value Added Producer Grant – Applications due June 24, 2016
This Notice announces that the Rural Business-Cooperative Service (Agency) is accepting fiscal year (FY) 2016 applications for
the Value-Added Producer Grant (VAPG) program. Approximately $44 Million in funding is available to help agricultural
producers enter into value-added activities for FY 2016.
Outreach and Education, Technical Assistance, and Financial Education for FSA Programs, Functions, and Activities
Modification 1 – Applications due July 11, 2016
The Farm Service Agency (FSA) provides extensive education and outreach for producers. However, there remains a need for
additional outreach and education that could benefit potential participants in FSA’s portfolio of programs. This RFA seeks
proposals to further support and expand FSA’s existing outreach and education efforts. The additional outreach and education
could, for example, be public meetings, training sessions, and/or workshops for producers including new and beginning
farmers, veterans, underserved communities, and/or established producers. Emphasis will be afforded to proposals that
propose to address producers who are ethnic minorities, women, new and beginning, veterans, urban, or who grow noncommodity crops (e.g., fruits and vegetables or specialty crops).

**NEW**Rural Community Development Initiative– Applications due July 22, 2016
Qualified private, nonprofit and public including tribal intermediary organizations proposing to carry out financial and
technical assistance programs will be eligible to receive the funding. The Intermediary will be required to provide matching
funds in an amount at least equal to the RCDI grant. The respective minimum and maximum grant amount per Intermediary is
$50,000 and $250,000. The Intermediary must provide a program of financial and technical assistance to recipients to develop
their capacity and ability to undertake projects related to housing, community facilities, or community and economic
development that will support the community.
Microloan Program – Applications Accepted on an Ongoing Basis
The U.S. Department of Agriculture – Farm Service Program provides loans for the purchase of renewable energy systems, and
energy improvements, including: solar PV, solar thermal, wind, anaerobic digester, geothermal, energy efficiency such as
lights, fans, equipment, coolers, thermal curtains.
Direct Operating Loan – Applications Accepted on an Ongoing Basis
The U.S. Department of Agriculture – Farm Service Program provides loans for the purchase of renewable energy systems, and
energy improvements, including: solar PV, solar thermal, wind, anaerobic digester, geothermal, energy efficiency such as
lights, fans, equipment, coolers, thermal curtains.
Farm Ownership Loan – Applications Accepted on an Ongoing Basis
The U.S. Department of Agriculture – Farm Service Program provides loans for the purchase of renewable energy systems, and
energy improvements, including: solar PV, solar thermal, wind, anaerobic digester, geothermal, energy efficiency such as
lights, fans, equipment, coolers, thermal curtains.
To Top

CONSERVATION INNOVATION GRANTS
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**DUE SOON**Virginia Conservation Innovation Grants - Applications due June 24, 2016
The purpose of CIG is to stimulate the development and adoption of innovative conservation approaches and
technologies, while leveraging the Federal investment in environmental enhancement and protection in conjunction
with agricultural production. To the extent NRCS funds research projects through CIG, the Agency will only fund
research projects that stimulate innovative approaches to natural resource management in conjunction with
agricultural production. NRCS will accept proposals under this notice for single or multiyear projects, not to exceed
three years, submitted by eligible entities from Virginia
To Top

BIOMASS

**NEW-DUE SOON**REVOLUTIONARY BIOMASS SUPPLY SYSTEMS SUPPORTING A BILLION TON BIOECONOMY VISION –
Applications due June 30, 2016
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), Bioenergy Technologies
Office (BETO) seeks feedback from industry, academia, research laboratories, government agencies, and other stakeholders on
issues related to mobilizing biomass resources to support a “billion-ton bioeconomy.” Existing feedstock supply systems are
not adequate to reliably provide high-quality feedstock at the increasing volumes demanded over the next few decades by a
growing bioeconomy. New logistics and processing technologies and systems are needed to address these challenges to
support a growing biomass derived industry and bioeconomy. Advanced systems in the future may involve central processing
and distribution centers such as feedstock depots or be stand-alone operations. Responses to this RFI must be submitted
electronically to BETOAFSS@ee.doe.gov no later than 5:00pm (ET) on June 30, 2016. The full Request for Information (RFI) is
posted on the EERE eXCHANGE website at https://eere-exchange.energy.gov.
To Top
BROADBAND

Broadband Loan Program – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The U.S. Department of Energy provides loans for funding, on a technology neutral basis, for the costs of construction,
improvement, and acquisition of facilities and equipment to provide broadband service to eligible rural communities.
To Top
BUILDINGS

Notice of Intent: Commercial Buildings and Energy Code Field Studies
The purpose of this Notice of Intent is to provide potential applicants advance notice that the Building Technologies Office, on
behalf of the DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), intends to issue a FOA titled, “Commercial
Buildings and Energy Code Field Studies”. This FOA supports DOE’s continued interest in providing tools and data to help local
governments, utilities, industry, design and construction professionals and other entities better understand the impact of
energy codes and how to most effectively increase energy and cost savings. The current FOA expands the field-based concepts
developed in the residential FOA to the much more diverse commercial sector. In particular, DOE is seeking to develop and test
a methodology for identifying the commercial energy code requirements that can provide the maximum cost-effective energy
and cost savings through increased compliance. DOE has done pilot work in this area which will serve as the basis for the
requirements in this FOA. At the same time, there has been very little scientifically-based research conducted on commercial
energy codes; DOE therefore anticipates that information gathered during the FOA work will lead to new thinking and
approaches which will be incorporated into the project.
To Top
COAL

To Top
COMBINED HEAT AND POWER
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Trial Combined Heat and Power Test sites – Contact AO Smith for further details
The U.S. Department of Energy and AO Smith have entered into a cooperative agreement to evaluate combined heat and power
for light commercial applications. They are seeking trial sites to identify market barriers via deployment of eight field trial
systems in the U.S. to provide stake-holders with the information needed to build a sustainable market.

To Top
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOB CREATION/WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

**DUE SOON**Advanced Manufacturing Project- Applications due June 24, 2016
This Federal Funding Opportunity (FFO or Announcement) announces the anticipated availability of funding for the MBDA
Advanced Manufacturing Project (“AMP”), and solicits competitive applications for four (4) AMP awards that must be located
within any of the 50 U.S. States or Puerto Rico. The AMP awards will be used to identify, screen, promote, refer minority
business enterprises (MBEs) to specialized advanced manufacturing programs (e.g., the NIST Manufacturing Extension
Program (MEP), and to provide technical and business development services. The technical assistance and business
development services will generate increased financing and contract opportunities for MBEs and will assist MBEs in creating
and retaining jobs. The AMP will also assess regulatory changes pertaining to manufacturing in domestic and global markets,
economic impact and need for minority manufacturers. AMP will educate federal, state, local government and private sector
entities on ways to expand resources and to use minority manufacturers.

**DUE SOON**FY2016 Regional Innovation Strategies Program - Applications due June 24, 2016
The DOC FY 2014-2018 Strategic Plan sets forth the strategic goal of working within and across ecosystems throughout the
country to develop regional innovation strategies, including regional innovation clusters. Regional innovation strategies are a
keystone of the Secretary of Commerce’s commitment to building globally competitive regions. As part of this strategy, funding
is available for capacity-building programs that provide proof-of-concept and commercialization assistance to innovators and
entrepreneurs and for operational support for organizations that provide essential early-stage funding to startups. Under the
RIS Program, EDA is soliciting applications for two separate competitions: the 2016 i6 Challenge, and the Seed Fund Support
(SFS) Grant competition.
Development Innovation Ventures (APS-OAA-15-000006) – Applications due November 1, 2016
The U.S. Agency for International Development - Development Innovation Ventures (DIV) program supports the piloting and
rigorous testing of innovative approaches to solving international development problems and supports transitioning
innovations with evidence of impact and cost effectiveness to scale. DIV’s aim is to create a portfolio of innovations that
improves lives for millions of the poor around the world, especially individuals in poverty or extreme poverty, and other
vulnerable groups.

FY 2016 – FY 2019 Economic Development Assistance Planning Program and Local Technical Assistance Program (EDA-HDQTA-HDQ-2016-2004759) - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The U.S. Department of commerce will assist eligible recipients in creating regional economic development plans designed to
build capacity and guide the economic prosperity and resiliency of an area or region

Economic Development Assistance Programs - Public Works and Economic Adjustment Assistance Program (EDAP2016) –
Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The U.S. Department of commerce solicits applications from applicants in rural and urban areas to provide investments that
support construction, non-construction, technical assistance, and revolving loan fund projects under Economic Development
Assistance‘s (EDA) Public Works and Economic Adjustment Assistance programs. Grants and cooperative agreements made
under these programs are designed to leverage existing regional assets and support the implementation of economic
development strategies that advance new ideas and creative approaches to advance economic prosperity in distressed
communities. EDA provides strategic investments on a competitive- merit-basis to support economic development, foster job
creation, and attract private investment in economically distressed areas of the United States.
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Planning Program and Local Technical Assistance Program (EDAPLANNING2012) – Applications Accepted on a Continuous
Basis
The U.S. Department of Commerce – Economic Development Administration assists eligible recipients in creating regional
economic development plans designed to stimulate and guide the economic development efforts of a community or region.
To Top
ENVIRONMENT/CLIMATE CHANGE

**NEW**Marine Communities Impacted by Extreme Climate Events – Applications due August 1, 2016
For FY2017, the PICCC is interested in supporting efforts by marine communities to learn from recent extreme climate events
and better position themselves for future variability and adaptation to climate change in Hawaii and U.S.-affiliated Pacific
Islands. Through this Notice of Funding Opportunity, the PICCC is soliciting statements of interest and proposals from teams
comprised of communities, marine resource managers, researchers and/or decision-makers that are confronting the impacts
of extreme climate events and are seeking management or policy responses in preparation for future events and adaptation to
climate change.

FY2016 to FY2017 NOAA Broad Agency Announcement (NOAA-NFA-NFAPO-2016-2004791) – Applications accepted through
September 30, 2016
The U.S. Department of Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) As an agency with
responsibilities for maintaining and improving the viability of marine and coastal ecosystems, for delivering valuable weather,
climate, and water information and services, for understanding the science and consequences of climate change, and for
supporting the global commerce and transportation. This Broad Agency Announcement seeks extramural research,
innovative projects, and sponsorships (e.g., conferences, newsletters, etc.) that address one or more of the following four
mission goal descriptions contained in the NOAA Strategic Plan: Climate Adaptation and Mitigation, Weather-Ready Nation,
Healthy Oceans, Resilient Coastal Communities and Economies.
Environmental Quality Incentive Program - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The U.S. Department of Agriculture - Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) is a voluntary program that provides
financial and technical assistance to agricultural producers through contracts up to a maximum term of ten years in length.
These contracts provide financial assistance to help plan and implement conservation practices that address natural resource
concerns and for opportunities to improve soil, water, plant, animal, air and related resources on agricultural land and nonindustrial private forestland.
To Top

WETLANDS
**NEW-DUE SOON**FY 2016 and FY 2017 National Wetland Program Development Grants – Applications due June 23,
2016
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is soliciting proposals from eligible applicants for projects that
develop or refine state/tribal/local government wetland programs as a whole, or individual components of those
programs. Proposals for projects submitted under this announcement for Wetland Program Development Grants
(WPDGs) must address the National Priority Area identified in Section I.B of the solicitation.

To Top

WILDLIFE
Notice of Intent: Wind Energy – Eagle Impact Minimization Technologies and Field Testing Opportunities
This FOA aims to advance the technical readiness of eagle detection, classification, and impact minimization
technologies in order to 1) expand the scientific basis of and number of technical options available for further
development and testing (Topic Areas 1 & 2), and 2) support the field testing and evaluation of near-commercial
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technologies (Topic Area 3), which, if successful, will provide wind plant owner-operators with viable and cost
effective tools to reduce eagle impact risks and ease regulatory hurdles.

Multistate Conservation Grant Program – Letters of Intent due August 5, 2016
The Sport Fish Restoration Act and the Wildlife Restoration Act, as amended by the Wildlife and Sport Fish
Restoration Programs Improvement Act of 2000 (Pub. L. 106-408) authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to make up
to $6,000,000 ($3,000,000 each from the Sport Fish Restoration and Wildlife Restoration Program trust funds)
available annually under the Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program (WSFR) for the purpose of funding
multistate conservation project grants. The primary goal of the Program is to provide grant funds to address priority
needs (national conservation needs) of the state wildlife agencies that are beyond the scope and capabilities of a
single state.
To Top

POLLUTION
2016 Targeted Air Shed Grant Program - Applications due July 11, 2016
This notice announces the availability of funds and solicits applications from eligible entities to compete for financial
assistance through the Targeted Air Shed Grant Program. This program will assist local, state and/or tribal air
pollution control agencies in developing plans, conducting demonstrations, and implementing projects to reduce air
pollution in nonattainment areas that EPA determines are the top five most polluted areas relative to ozone (O3),
annual average fine particulate matter (PM2.5), or 24-hour PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
The overall goal of the Targeted Air Shed Grant program is to reduce air pollution in the Nation’s areas with the
highest levels of ozone and PM2.5 ambient air concentrations.

To Top
ENERGY EFFICIENCY/CONSERVATION

**NEW**Energy-Efficient Light-Wave Integrated Technology– Applications due July 25, 2016
The ARPA-E ENLITENED (ENergy-efficient Light-wave Integrated Technology Enabling Networks that Enhance Datacenters)
program seeks to provide a transformative change - to achieve an overall doubling in datacenter energy efficiency in 10 years
through deployment of novel network topologies enabled by integrated photonics technologies. To obtain a copy of the
Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) please go to the ARPA-E website at https://arpa-e-foa.energy.gov. ARPA-E will not
review or consider concept papers submitted through other means. For detailed guidance on using ARPA-E eXCHANGE, please
refer to the ARPA-E eXCHANGE User Guide (https://arpa-e-foa.energy.gov/Manuals.aspx).
**NEW**Assisting Federal Facilities with Energy Conservation Technologies 2016 – Applications due July 27, 2016
The Assisting Federal Facilities with Energy Conservation Technologies (AFFECT) Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA)
2016 will provide direct funding to Federal agencies for the development of an institutionalized process to initiate,
supplement, improve or otherwise increase the viability and deployment of energy efficiency at U.S. Federal governmentowned facilities through use of the ENABLE Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC). Through the AFFECT FOA, FEMP
intends to facilitate the wider adoption of the ENABLE process at all Federal facilities.
Notice of Intent: Next Generation Transformers – Flexible Designs (DE-FOA-0001579)
DE-FOA-0001579 titled "Next Generation Transformers – Flexible Designs"

Notice of Intent to Issue Funding Opportunity Announcement Modular Chemical Process Intensification Institute for Clean
Energy Manufacturing
The Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) intends to issue, on behalf of the Advanced Manufacturing Office
(AMO), a Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) entitled “Modular Chemical Process Intensification Institute for Clean
Energy Manufacturing” (DE-FOA-0001578). This FOA supports the establishment of a Clean Energy Manufacturing Innovation
Institute on Modular Chemical Process Intensification. Modular chemical process intensification represents an emerging
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opportunity for processing industries in the U.S. manufacturing sector to improve energy efficiency, reduce feedstock waste,
increase scalability and improve productivity by merging and integrating separate unit processes (mixing, reactions,
separation) into single modular hardware elements of reduced size, higher efficiency and scalability. Please access the
complete Notice of Intent on https://eere-exchange.energy.gov/.

Notice of Intent to Issue Funding Opportunity Announcement: Industrial Assessment Centers
The goal of the Industrial Assessment Center (IAC) program is twofold: first, to assist small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), currently defined as having gross annual sales below $100 million, fewer than 500 employees, and annual energy bills
between $100,000 and $2.5 million, to increase their energy efficiency, productivity, sustainability and competitiveness; and
second, to help address a growing shortage of engineering professionals with applied energy-related skills. Prospective IACs
can demonstrate their capabilities and describe their approach to serve small and medium-sized manufacturers by analyzing
the operating characteristics, productivity, and energy, water and waste usage of manufacturing facilities; identifying,
quantifying, and recommending specific opportunities to improve energy and water efficiency, reduce waste, and improve
productivity; including potential enhancements to cyber security and related information technologies; and reporting the
findings to the facility, together with estimates of the energy savings opportunities, implementation costs, and payback
periods. Each IAC will provide extensive training for undergraduate and graduate engineering students in industrial processes,
energy assessment procedures, and energy management systems.
Notice of Intent: Next Generation of Electric Machines: Enabling Technologies
The purpose of this Notice is to provide potential applicants advance notice that the Advanced Manufacturing Office (AMO), on
behalf of the DOE Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), intends to issue a FOA titled "Next Generation of
Electric Machines: Enabling Technologies" (DE-FOA-0001467).

Notice of Intent for State Energy Program 2016 Competitive Awards (DE-FOA-0001468)
DOE seeks to fund projects in three Areas of Interest (AOI): 1) State Energy Planning; 2) Opportunities for Innovative Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy Practices; and 3) Technical Assistance to Advance SEP Formula Grant Clean Energy
Activities. It is anticipated that DOE will award up to $5.0 million in total funding in the FOA, subject to FY2016 Congressional
appropriations.

Renewable Energy Systems and Energy Efficiency Improvements Program Grant (RDBCP-REAP-RES-EEI-2016) – Applications
are accepted year-round. For applicants requesting grants of $20,000 or less, funds of over $20,000 or funding for a combination
grant and guaranteed loan, complete applications must be received by May 2, 2016.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture provides guaranteed loan financing and grant funding to agricultural producers and rural
small businesses to purchase or install renewable energy systems or make energy efficiency improvements
Rural Energy for America Program - Renewable Energy Systems & Energy Efficiency Improvement Loans & Grants Guaranteed loan funds are available year round
The U.S. Department of Agriculture - Rural Energy for America Program (REAP) helps agricultural producers and rural small
businesses reduce energy costs and consumption in order to meet the nation's critical energy needs.
To Top
FUEL CELL/HYDROGEN

**DUE SOON**IONICS - Applications due June 27, 2016
The Integration and Optimization of Novel Ion Conducting Solids (IONICS) program seeks to enable transformational
electrochemical cells by creating components built with solid ion conductors that have a wide range of desirable properties
including low ionic area-specific resistance (ASR), high chemical and electrochemical stability, high selectivity, good
mechanical properties, etc. through innovative approaches to overcome tradeoffs among coupled properties. It also seeks to
develop and apply methods for processing of solid ion conductors and their integration into electrochemical devices.
Components built with solid ion conductors, especially separators, have the potential to serve as enabling platforms, as
demonstrated by the wide application of Yttria-Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) ceramics and perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) polymers
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(e.g., Nafion®). The IONICS Program Categories focus on specific electrochemical cells with high impact for the energy sector
whose commercial potential will be significantly enhanced with improved components built from solid ion conductors.

H2 Refuel H-Prize Competition for Small-Scale Hydrogen Refueling Systems – Competition ends October 31, 2016
The U.S. Department of Energy Department challenges America's engineers and entrepreneurs to develop affordable systems
for small-scale, non-commercial hydrogen fueling. The H2 Refuel H-Prize anticipates award of a $1 million prize to the top
refueler system entry that can produce hydrogen using electricity and/or natural gas, energy sources commonly available to
residential locations, and dispense the hydrogen to a vehicle, providing at least 1 kg per refueling.
To Top

FORESTRY

**DUE SOON**U.S. Forest Service 2016 Great Lakes Restoration Initiative - Applications due June 21, 2016
The U.S. Forest Service will support projects in the Great Lakes basin that implement the following strategic, priority actions: •
restore tree canopy lost to infestation by emerald ash borer • create or improve green infrastructure through the planting of
trees and other vegetation as part of a local management strategy to maintain and enhance urban watersheds. • restore the
structure and function of coastal wetlands and lake-affected riparian areas through planting of native trees and diverse
vegetation.
To Top
GEOTHERMAL
To Top
RESEARCH

AGRICULTURE

To Top
AVIATION
Aviation Research and Development Grants - Applications Accepted through December 31, 2019
The Federal Aviation Administration solicits proposals for research grants & cooperative agreements to pursue the
long-term growth & short-term technical needs of civil aviation. FAA aims to improve regulatory standards for
sources of air & noise pollution, & develop better technologies for predicting, measuring, & abating environmental
impacts of emissions.
To Top
BIOENERGY/BIOFUELS

Notice of Intent (NOI) DE-FOA-0001581 to Issue Funding Opportunity Announcement DE-FOA-0001232
This FOA supports technology development plans for the manufacture of drop-in hydrocarbon biofuels, bioproducts,
or intermediates in a pilot- or demonstration-scale integrated biorefinery. Scale-up and validation of these process
technologies is essential to enable the industry to build future pioneer- and commercial-scale manufacturing facilities.
Plans for facilities that use cellulosic biomass, algal biomass, or biosolids feedstocks will be considered under this
funding opportunity. Under this FOA, applicants must address one comprehensive topic area with three main priority
areas. These priority areas are: 1. Pilot scale production of biofuels from high impact cellulosic, algal, or biogas
feedstocks. 2. Demonstration scale production of biofuels from high impact cellulosic, algal, or biogas algal feedstocks.
3. Production of biopower, or biofuels from biosolids and other waste streams.
Notice of Intent: Mega-Bio: Bioproducts to Enable Biofuels (DE-FOA-0001433)
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The U.S. Department of Energy aims to identify R&D projects that develop biomass to hydrocarbon biofuels
conversion pathways that can produce variable amounts of fuels and products based on external factors, such as
market demand. These pathways could consist of a route to a platform chemical that could be converted to products
or fuels or a route that coproduces chemicals and fuels. Successful applications will include a clear justification for
producing the target molecule(s) from biomass, a compelling narrative explaining how the target product(s) will
enable biofuels, and supporting technoeconomic analysis and life cycle analysis.

Long Term Research in Environmental Biology Grant (NSF 16-500) – Applications due August 2, 2016
The National Science Foundation Long Term Research in Environmental Biology (LTREB) Program supports the
generation of extended time series of data to address important questions in evolutionary biology, ecology, and
ecosystem science. Research areas include, but are not limited to, the effects of natural selection or other evolutionary
processes on populations, communities, or ecosystems; the effects of interspecific interactions that vary over time and
space; population or community dynamics for organisms that have extended life spans and long turnover times;
feedbacks between ecological and evolutionary processes; pools of materials such as nutrients in soils that turn over
at intermediate to longer time scales; and external forcing functions such as climatic cycles that operate over long
return intervals.

Bioenergy Research Centers- Applications due September 30, 2016
This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) requests applications from the scientific community for Bioenergy
Research Centers (BRCs) that develop novel biological solutions for the production of specialty biofuels and other
bioproducts from plants with the potential to enable a more bio-based economy. This FOA describes the
establishment of multidisciplinary research and technology centers that will conduct comprehensive, integrated
research in bioenergy and bioproducts. The BRCs will involve diverse disciplines in sustainability, feedstock
development, deconstruction and conversion

FY2016 to FY2017 NOAA Broad Agency Announcement (NOAA-NFA-NFAPO-2016-2004791) – Applications accepted
through September 30, 2017
The U.S. Department of Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) As an agency with
responsibilities for maintaining and improving the viability of marine and coastal ecosystems, for delivering valuable
weather, climate, and water information and services, for understanding the science and consequences of climate
change, and for supporting the global commerce and transportation. This Broad Agency Announcement seeks
extramural research, innovative projects, and sponsorships (e.g., conferences, newsletters, etc.) that address one or
more of the following four mission goal descriptions contained in the NOAA Strategic Plan: Climate Adaptation and
Mitigation, Weather-Ready Nation, Healthy Oceans, Resilient Coastal Communities and Economies.

Earth Sciences: Instrumentation and Facilities (NSF 11-516) - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The National Science Foundation - Division of Earth Sciences supports proposals for research to advance
understanding of the Earth's changing environments, and the natural distribution of its mineral, water, biota, and
energy resources and provide methods for predicting and mitigating the effects of geologic hazards such as
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods and landslides.

Earth Sciences Education and Human Resources (PD-04-1575) - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The National Science Foundation - Division of Earth Sciences, Education and Human Resources Program (E&HR)
supports, Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) and Teachers (RET), Faculty Early Career Development
(CAREER), and EAR Postdoctoral Fellowship.
Climate and Large-Scale Dynamics (PD-06-5740) – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The National Science Foundation seeks projects that advance knowledge of processes that force & regulate
atmosphere’s synoptic & planetary circulation, weather & climate; and sustain resources required for synoptic &
global atmospheric dynamics & climate research merit.
Paleoclimate (PD-98-1530) - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
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The National Science Foundation seeks proposals for Paleoclimate research. Projects should focus on the natural
evolution of Earth's climate with the goal of providing a baseline for present variability & future trends through
improved understanding of the physical, chemical, & biological processes that influence climate over the long-term.

To Top
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
To Top
FOSSIL ENERGY

To Top
MULTIDISCIPLINARY

Request for Information
The National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) is interested in submitting one or more applications to BSEE
E16PS00024 – Topics 1 and 2 and requires partner organizations to complement its capabilities: (1) NETL is seeking a
research partner with experience in well integrity, cement formulation, testing cement at high pressure high
temperature conditions, expertise in drilling, and modeling long term wellbore integrity to assist in evaluating cement
samples cured and tested in the same equipment at in-situ conditions. Samples will be characterized by CT and
ultrasound. (2) NETL is seeking a research partner with experience in well integrity, wellbore cementing operations
and chemistry, and experience in using resin as an alternative cement to assist NETL in determining how resins can be
used as an alternative to traditional cement in wellbore applications by evaluating commercially available resins,
assessing current regulations regarding resins, identifying major issues relative to developing an industry standard
for resins, and evaluating cost differentials between resin systems and traditional cements.
Continuation of Solicitation for the Office of Science Financial Assistance Program (DE-FOA-0001414) – Applications
accepted on a continuous basis until September 30, 2016
The U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science aims to support:
• The frontiers of science—discovering nature’s mysteries from the study of subatomic particles, atoms, and
molecules that are the building blocks of the materials of our everyday world to the DNA, proteins, and cells
that are the building blocks of entire biological systems;
• The 21st Century tools of science—providing the Nation’s researchers with 26 state-of-the-art national
scientific user facilities, the most advanced tools of modern science, enabling the U.S. to remain at the
forefront of science, technology, and innovation; and,
• Science for energy and the environment―advancing a clean energy agenda through fundamental research on
energy production, conversion, storage, transmission, and use and through advancing our understanding of
the earth and its climate; targeted investments include the three DOE Bioenergy Research Centers (BRCs), the
Energy Frontier Research Centers (EFRCs), two Energy Innovation Hubs, and atmospheric process and
climate modeling research.

Geobiology and Low-Temperature Geochemistry (GG) (NSF-15-559) - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The National Science Foundation Geobiology and Low-Temperature Geochemistry Program supports studies that
address address: 1) inorganic and/or organic geochemical processes; 2) the role of life in the transformation and
evolution of Earth’s geochemical cycles; 3) surficial chemical and biogeochemical systems and cycles, including their
modification through environmental change and human activities; 4) low-temperature aqueous geochemical
processes; 5) mineralogy and chemistry of earth materials; 6) geomicrobiology and biomineralization processes; and
7) medical mineralogy and geochemistry.
National Facilities Program (PD-05-1743) - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The National Science Foundation National Facilities Program supports the operation of national user facilities:
National Facilities are research facilities with specialized instrumentation available to the scientific research
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community in general and the materials research community in particular. These facilities provide unique research
capabilities that can be located at only a few highly specialized laboratories in the Nation. They provide open user
service for scientists and engineers from a broad range of disciplines including biology, chemistry, geosciences,
materials research and physics.

NEUP Fellowship and Scholarship Support Grant- Applications due January 31, 2021
This program supports education and training for future nuclear scientists, engineers and policy-makers who are
attending U.S. universities and colleges in nuclear-related graduate, undergraduate and two-year study programs.
These are zero-dollar awards that will be funded as students apply through the Department of Energy, Office of
Nuclear Energy.
To Top
NUCLEAR

**NEW **National Laser Users' Facility (NLUF) – Applications due June 30, 2016
The Office of Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation under Defense Programs (NA-10) within the Department of
Energy’s (DOE) National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), announce their interest in receiving grant
applications for new or renewal awards for research to be conducted as part of the National Laser Users’ Facility
(NLUF) Program. The NLUF offers opportunities for University and Industrial Scientists to perform experiments in
high energy density (HED) physics and inertial confinement fusion (ICF), including laser–matter interactions, such as
laboratory astrophysics, properties of materials under HED conditions, laser–plasma instabilities, etc. For a broad
review of HED physics, see the National Research Council report, “Frontiers in High Energy Density Physics: The XGames of Contemporary Science” (copyright 2003, National Academy Press, Washington, DC).
Research, Development and Training in Isotope Production – Applications due July 1, 2016
The Office of Nuclear Physics (NP), Office of Science (SC), U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), hereby announces its
interest in receiving applications for Research and Development (R&D) on novel methods to produce radioactive or
enriched stable isotopes needed for a wide variety of research and applications. The proposed research and
development should generate data relevant to isotope production or lead to new and innovative technologies, or
improvements to existing technologies, to foster enhanced production of isotopes. Successful proposals will clearly
describe how the outcome of the proposed work would support and enhance the production of isotopes used for
research and applications in medicine, homeland security, the physical sciences, biological and geological sciences,
energy, industry, etc.
To Top
SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH (SBIR)/SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (STTR)
If you are interested in SBIR/STTR opportunities contact the Center for Technology Commercialization for further
assistance at http://www.wisconsinsbir.org/.

To Top
TECHNOLOGY

**DUE SOON**Machine Learning and Understanding for High Performance Computing Scientific Discovery –
Applications due June 21, 2016
The Office of Advanced Scientific Computing Research (ASCR) in the Office of Science (SC), U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE), invites proposals for basic research that significantly advances Machine Learning and Understanding for High
Performance Computing Scientific Discovery in the context of emerging algorithms and software for extreme scale
computing platforms and next generation networks.

**DUE SOON**Synchrophasor Applications and Tools for Reliability, Market Efficiency, and Asset Management –
Applications due June 30, 2016
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) intends to issue a Funding
Opportunity Announcement (FOA) on behalf of the DOE Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE) in the
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first quarter of calendar year 2016. It is expected that the FOA will result in new synchrophasor application projects
that will 1) confer reliability and economic benefits to the grid and market participants, respectively; and 2) develop
new approaches for treating risk and uncertainty in power system planning and operations in the United States, and
university-affiliated research institutions with accredited graduate and undergraduate programs.

Notice of Intent: Synchrophasor Applications and Tools for Managing Risk and Uncertainty (NOI#:DE-FOA-0001477,
FOA#: DE-FOA-0001493) – Applications due July 1, 2016
The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) intends to issue a Funding
Opportunity Announcement (FOA) on behalf of the DOE Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE) in the
first quarter of calendar year 2016. The FOA is expected to result in new synchrophasor application projects that is
expected to 1) use synchrophasor measurements to improve market efficiency and asset management; and 2) develop
new tools for addressing risk and uncertainty. DOE intends to pursue a restricted eligibility determination for U.S.
colleges, universities, and university-affiliated research institutions with accredited graduate and undergraduate
programs.
**NEW**Enabling Technologies for Advanced Combustion Systems – Applications due July 18, 2016
Applications are being sought for applied research projects to develop enabling technology that address challenges
with advanced combustion, to include two technology pathways:(1) pressurized oxy-combustion and (2) chemical
looping combustion.

Innovative Development in Energy-Related Applied Science (IDEAS) (DE-FOA-0001428) – Applications due September
30, 2016
The US. Department of Energy provides a continuing opportunity for the rapid support of early-stage applied research
to explore innovative new concepts with the potential for transformational and disruptive changes in energy
technology. IDEAS awards are intended to be flexible and may take the form of analyses or exploratory research that
provides the agency with information useful for the subsequent development of focused technology programs. IDEAS
awards may also support proof-of-concept research to develop a unique technology concept, either in an area not
currently supported by the agency or as a potential enhancement to an ongoing focused technology program.

New and Innovative Ideas for Technology Focused Areas of Interest – Applications through October 19, 2016
The U.S. Army Business Interface Office is looking to identify and develop technologies for the purpose of generating
future armament systems. This shall be accomplished via investigative efforts includes power, energy and
environmental management sciences.
To Top
VEHICLES
To Top
WATER

Notice of Intent: Marine and Hydrokinetic Energy Conversion and Environmental Monitoring Technology Advancement
This FOA is soliciting applications that propose projects supporting the marine and hydrokinetic MHK industry in two
Topic Areas. Topic Area 1 will help advance wave and current energy- ocean, tidal, river- technologies by supporting
projects that integrate advanced MHK components into system designs and then demonstrate the improved systems in
full-scale open-water tests. Topic Area 2 will support the innovation, testing and validation of instrumentation for
monitoring potential environmental impacts of MHK devices.

To Top
SOLAR

ENabling Extreme Real-time Grid Integration of Solar Energy (ENERGISE) – Applications due August 26, 2016
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As part of the Department of Energy’s Grid Modernization and SunShot Initiatives, this Enabling Extreme Real-Time Grid
Integrations of Solar Energy (ENERGISE) Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) supports the research and development
of highly scalable distribution system planning and real-time operation solutions that enables seamless interconnection and
integration of high penetration solar generation onto the electricity grid in a cost-effective, secure, and reliable manner. The
envisioned ENERGISE solutions will require the extensive use of sensor, communication, and data analytics technologies to
gather up-to-the-minute measurement and forecast data from diverse sources and perform continuous optimization analysis
and active control for existing and new PV installations in real time. The solutions need be compatible with the existing grid
architecture in the near term and with the advanced grid architecture in the long term. The solutions should also be designed
with consideration of the interoperability and cybersecurity requirements
Sunshot Catalyst Prize (DE-FOA-0001126) - Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The U.S. Department of Energy SunShot Catalyst is an open innovation program that allows the public to rapidly create and
develop products and solutions that address near-term challenges in the U.S. solar marketplace through prize challenges.
To Top
TRANSPORTATION

Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) Program – Applications Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The U.S. Department of Transportation – Federal Highway Administration provides federal credit assistance in the form of
direct loans, loan guarantees, and standby lines of credit to finance surface transportation projects of national and regional
significance. Many surface transportation projects - highway, transit, railroad, intermodal freight, and port access - are eligible
for assistance.
To Top
TRIBAL

**NEW-DUE SOON**FY 2016 Hazardous Waste Management Grant Program For Tribes – Applications due June 27, 2016
This notice announces the availability of funds and solicits proposals from federally-recognized tribes or intertribal consortia
for the development and implementation of hazardous waste programs and for building capacity to address hazardous waste
management in Indian country. In accordance with the EPA Indian Policy of 1984, EPA recognizes tribal governments as the
primary parties for managing programs for reservations. In an effort to maximize the benefits to tribes from the limited
funding to support the Hazardous Waste Management Grant Program for Tribes, the EPA has reassessed the criteria used to
evaluate proposals submitted for funding through this grant program beginning in FY 2015. The goal of this effort is to provide
technical assistance to a greater number of tribes for activities that involve hazardous waste management on tribal lands.
ENERGY AND MINERAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM - Applications due July 8, 2016
The Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs for the Department of the Interior (Assistant Secretary), through the Office of Indian
Energy and Economic Development (IEED), announces funding for awards to Federally-recognized Indian tribes, authorized
tribal organizations, and Tribal Energy Resource Development Organizations for projects that assess, evaluate, or otherwise
promote the processing, use, or development of energy and mineral resources on Indian lands, particularly feasibility studies
of community-scale energy development projects that promote local economic benefits and stronger tribal economies.

TRIBAL ENERGY DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY PROGRAM- Applications due July 8, 2016
These awards are intended to complement the Helping Expedite and Advance Responsible Tribal Homeownership (HEARTH)
Act (25 U.S.C. § 415), which restores the authority of tribes to develop and implement tribal laws governing the leasing of
tribal surface trust lands for business and other purposes. The funding described in this Notice is intended to enable eligible
recipients to take advantage of the opportunity for self-determination afforded by the HEARTH Act by building capacity
through the establishment of organizational structure(s) and/or business entity structure(s) capable of engaging in
commercial energy development or management activities.
**NEW**Building the Capacity of Tribes to Address the Health Impacts of Climate Change- Applications due July 8, 2016
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This notice announces the availability of funds and solicits proposals to enable tribal climate change and health impacts
curriculum development and training, web communications, and outreach.

Notice of Intent: Cities Leading through Energy Analysis and Planning (Cities-LEAP)
The Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) intends to issue, on behalf of the Strategic Programs Office, a
Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) entitled “Cities Leading through Energy Analysis and Planning (Cities-LEAP)”. As
part of the Cities-LEAP project, EERE’s Office of Strategic Programs, through its Policy and Analysis and Technology-to-Market
Teams, intends to solicit applications to advance data-driven decision-making by local governments in support of their climate
and energy goals. This anticipated funding opportunity is intended for local and tribal governments as prime applicants and
strongly encourages partnerships between local and tribal governments and entities such as academic institutions, technology
companies, utilities, regional planning bodies, and non-governmental organizations to develop and pilot data-driven decision
frameworks that strengthen the analytical underpinning of energy-impacting actions by local governments across the United
States.
To Top
VEHICLES

Notice of Intent to Issue Funding Opportunity Announcement entitled FY 2016 Vehicle Technologies Multi-Topic Funding
Opportunity Announcement
The purpose of this Notice of Intent is to provide potential applicants advance notice that the Department of Energy, Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy intends to issue, on behalf of the Vehicle Technologies Office, a Funding Opportunity
Announcement, number DE-FOA-0001535 entitled "FY 2016 Vehicle Technologies Multi-Topic Funding Opportunity
Announcement".
Notice of Intent: FY 2016 Vehicle Technologies Program (DE-FOA-0001462)
The U.S. Department of Energy Vehicle Technologies Office supports a broad technology portfolio aimed at developing and
deploying cutting-edge advanced highway transportation technologies that reduce petroleum consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions, while meeting or exceeding vehicle performance and cost expectations. Research, development, and
deployment efforts are focused on reducing the cost and improving the performance of a mix of near- and long-term vehicle
technologies including advanced batteries, power electronics and electric motors, lightweight and propulsion materials,
advanced combustion engines, advanced fuels and lubricants, and other enabling technologies.
To Top
WATER
**NEW**Technical Assistance and Support for Improved Protection of DrinkingWater Sources – Applications due July 15, 2016
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is soliciting applications from eligible applicants for technical assistance and
support that will enhance communication and coordination between the EPA and the states1 to protect drinking water
sources. The technical assistance and support should develop and expand the capability of state and tribal Underground
Injection Control (UIC) programs (Classes I-VI) and state and tribal Source Water Protection programs to protect drinking
water sources. Funds awarded under this announcement may be used by recipients to promote non-federal participation in
meetings that improve the ability to protect drinking water sources and to support the travel expenses of non-federal
personnel to attend appropriate meetings.
To Top

FEDERAL TAX INCENTIVES
Carbon Dioxide Sequestration Credit – Claims Accepted on a Continuous Basis
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Persons or businesses can claim a credit allowed for qualified carbon dioxide that is captured and disposed of or captured,
used, and disposed of by the taxpayer in secure geological storage. Only carbon dioxide captured and disposed of or used as a
tertiary injectant within the United States or a U.S. possession is taken into account when figuring the credit.

Federal Alternative Fuel Excise Tax Credit
A tax incentive is available for alternative fuel that is sold for use or used as a fuel to operate a motor vehicle. A tax credit in the
amount of $0.50 per gallon for 2015 and $0.36 per gallon for 2016 is available for the following alternative fuels: compressed
natural gas, liquefied natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, P-Series fuel, liquid fuel derived from coal through the FischerTropsch process. This incentive extended through December 31, 2016.
Alternative Fuel Infrastructure Tax Credit
Fueling equipment for natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas (propane), electricity, E85, or diesel fuel blends containing a
minimum of 20% biodiesel installed through December 31, 2016, is eligible for a tax credit of 30% of the cost, not to exceed
$30,000.
To Top

ADDITIONAL FEDERAL RESOURCES & DATABASES
Guide to Federal Financing for Energy Efficiency and Clean Energy Deployment
The U.S. Department of Energy provides a snapshot of federal resources that support such projects and companies and in turn
create jobs, spur private investment and invigorate local communities.
Grants.Gov
Grants.gov is the single access point for programs offered by Federal agencies.

FedConnect
FedConnect helps over 100,0000 vendors and grant applicants, find, respond to and win opportunities for contracts, grants,
and other types of assistance funding.

Funding Opportunity Exchange
A tool created by the U.S. Department of Energy – Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy program to create, review and
manage grant submittals.

Renewable Energy Request for Proposals - Proposal due Dates Vary
The U.S. Department of Energy posts open solicitations for renewable energy generation, renewable energy certificates, and
green power from public and private entities.
To Top
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PRIVATELY FUNDED OPPORTUNITIES

CHS, Inc. Stewardship – Proposals accepted on a Continuous Basis
CHS is committed to creating a strong future for rural America and giving back to communities with our time, talent and
resources. The Stewardship program covers projects that include leadership development, safety commitment, community
investment and environmental sustainability.

Climate Trust – Proposals accepted on a Continuous Basis
A nationally-recognized innovator, The Climate Trust simultaneously finances projects and programs in ten states, and
develops climate policies and industry standards to accelerate greenhouse gas reductions in eight industrial sectors in the U.S.
The Climate Trust also buys and sells carbon dioxide offsets.
Energy Foundation Grants - Proposals accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Energy Foundation awards grants according to initiatives in the electric power, buildings, transportation, and climate
sectors

Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation - Proposals accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation supports grassroots organizations and movements in the United States working to change
environmental, social, economic and political conditions to bring about a more just, equitable and sustainable world.
The Joyce Foundation - Proposals accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Joyce Foundation aims to protect and restore the health of the Great Lakes and regional waterways, as well as adopt
energy efficient measures, is critical to the sustainability of the region

McKnight Foundation- Midwest Climate and Energy – Closed Application Process, Invite Required
The McKnight Foundations support the Midwest as an international model in addressing climate change by reducing heattrapping emissions in all economic sectors. The program pursues an integrated approach, engaging the region’s public and
private leaders, decision makers, and communities while aiming to scale up Midwest successes to national and global levels.

McKnight Foundation- Region and Communities – Quarterly Deadlines
The McKnight Foundations aims to increase efficient and sustainable regional metropolitan development that creates livable
communities and expands opportunities for all to thrive.

Nathan Cummings Foundation - Letters of Inquiry Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Nathan Cummings Foundation supports projects that address climate change as a consequence of progress in human
development and economic prosperity, and will fund promising work that helps activate American ingenuity in pursuit of
three interrelated goals: increasing access to modern energy for the world’s poor; stabilizing greenhouse gas concentrations
in the atmosphere at a low level; and improving resilience for those most vulnerable to the negative consequences of climate
variability and change.
Oak Foundation – Letters of Inquiry Accepted on a Continuous Basis
Oak Foundation commits its resources to address issues of global social and environmental concern, particularly those that
have a major impact on the lives of the disadvantaged.

Propane Education Research Council (PERC) – Applications accepted on a Continuous Basis
• Propane Energy Pod Builder Incentive - Provides an incentive of up to $1,500 to qualifying and selected builders who
construct homes that follow PERC's Propane Energy Pod model.
•

Propane Farm Incentive Program -Designed to encourage agricultural producers to adopt new propane equipment on
their farm, the Propane Farm Incentive Program (formerly the Propane FEED Program) provides a financial incentive
to qualifying and selected farmers who purchase select pieces of equipment and agree to share their experience.
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•

•
•

•

Propane Heat and Power Incentive Program - This program provides financial incentives of up to $10,000 toward the
purchase and use of combined heat and power (CHP) systems and premium generator sets. In return, participants
agree to share their experiences with the PERC.
Propane Mower Incentive Program - Effective immediately, but for a limited time, landscape contractors can apply to
receive $1,000 toward the purchase of a new propane-powered mower, and $500 toward a qualified conversion.

Scholarships - Each year, the Wisconsin PERC grants four $500 scholarships to children and employees of the propane
industry. Applications are available online at www.wipga.org or via email at courtney@wipga.org. Applications must
be postmarked no later than April 15, 2016.
Regulator Replacement Rebate Program- The purpose of the Wisconsin Propane Education and Research Council's
(WiPERC) 2016 Wisconsin Regulator Replacement Rebate Program is to encourage the replacement of regulators that
are 15 years or older or are a single stage regulator. The propane marketer may receive a rebate in the sum of $30.00
per replaced regulator. Program ends December 31, 2016 (or until funds are depleted).

Rockefeller Brothers Fund – Letters of Inquiry Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Rockefeller Brothers Fund advances social change that contributes to a more just, sustainable, and peaceful world.

Surdna Foundation – Sustainable Environment Program – Letters of Inquiry Accepted on a Continuous Basis
The Surdna Foundation - Sustainable Environments Program is working to overhaul our country’s outdated and crumbling
infrastructure with a new approach that will foster healthier, sustainable, and just communities by improving transit systems,
making buildings more energy efficient, better managing water systems and rebuild regional food systems.
To Top

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

**DUE SOON**U.S.-South India Renewable Energy Innovation Challenge- Applications due June 28, 2016
The U.S. Consulate General in Chennai proposes to fund a Renewable Energy Innovation Contest for young South Indian
entrepreneurs and innovators. The proposed project will bring together young South Indian entrepreneurs, U.S. renewable
energy innovators, and South Indian renewable energy experts, business leaders, and investors. The project goal is to raise
awareness of and increase interest in opportunities for innovation in the renewable energy field among young South Indian
entrepreneurs and innovators from Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala, Puducherry and the Andaman Islands. The contest will
consist of two rounds: a preliminary round executed virtually through video submissions, and a final round held in Chennai in
the format of a “Demo Day” competition. Finalists selected by a local panel from the preliminary round will be matched with
U.S. mentors, who will virtually help to flesh out their mentees renewable energy idea over a designated period of time.
Finalists and U.S. mentors will travel to Chennai one week before the Demo Day competition for final work on their ideas. The
project will culminate in a day-long Demo Day competition during which each finalist will pitch and demonstrate his/her idea
before a panel of judges, consisting of South Indian renewable energy experts, business leaders, and investors, and a live
audience.
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